WELCOME TO THE SYSTEM
THE SCIENCE BEHIND THE ICANDO SYSTEM OF ACTIVATION
Scientists established long ago that the material bearers of information in the physical world are electromagnetic waves.
The electromagnetic spectrum is a peculiar language with the help of which the receiving of information between physical
systems - including living beings - is established. While in a process of learning about the world, a human being receives and
decodes information which has been coded in electromagnetic radiation. Our sight, hearing, sense of smell, taste and sense
of touch work at the level of atoms and with the help of the electromagnetic ﬁeld. Man and animals have an acupunctual
system which can receive signals from outside and then transform them into corresponding forms of inner activity.
Being a part of nature, man is created from atoms and molecules which have atomic backs. As it is the source of torsion
ﬁelds, each cell creates its own torsion ﬁeld. While touching each other the cells create their own torsion ﬁeld, which - like
a magnet - attracts them and orients them in a certain direction in space, creating a unique combination of cells.
We can say that the human body creates its own torsion ﬁeld, which is the basis for everything as it is a bearer of information
both for the human organism and the outside world. With the help of it each cell receives thoughts, feelings and wishes.
Bor said that modern physics must include consciousness as an object like all other physical objects. So, the theory of torsion ﬁelds shows that – on the basis of back effects - we can explain problems of consciousness and thinking, and include
them as normal physical objects in the general imagination of the world.
Within the frames of torsion theoretical conceptions, man is regarded as one of the most complicated systems. The complexity of his spatial frequency torsion ﬁeld is determined by numerous sets of chemical substances, the complexity of spreading
these substances in the body, and the complexity of dynamics of biological transformations. Each man is the generator of
an individual torsion ﬁeld. His torsion ﬁeld causes the polarization of back in the environment of ultimate radius. It contains
information about him and keeps its copy on both the clothes and the physical vacuum.
There are biological processes that change back particle structures, from which a man is created. With the help of these biochemical processes the back states can be changed and this, in turn, can change the outside torsion ﬁeld we are radiating.
Besides this, the connection between the torsion ﬁeld and a man can be set out with the help of the concept of “ back glass”
which is used for the creation of brain mechanic models.
It is considered that the brain is an amorphous environment (glass) which is free in its dynamics of back structures. Changes
of these back structures in the process of thinking make the torsion ﬁeld different. In the process of thinking biochemical
processes are taking place as a result of which molecular structures appear. They reﬂect the dynamic back process which
generates torsion radiation. Thus, the brain plays the part of a torsion radiator – a source of torsion polarization of the physical vacuum.
As a result of outside torsion ﬁeld inﬂuence on the brain back structures appear, and they copy the back structure of the ﬁeld.
The signals are stimulated and can rule physiological processes in a body or arouse hearing or sight images directly in brain
without any connection with the sense organs.
What is going on when our brain receives a certain visual or word ‘program’ from the outside ﬁeld? Polarization of brain
particles takes place. As there is a connection between the brain and other systems of the body, the program can be easily
transformed into biochemical reﬂexes in general. In particular, ‘program’ reﬂexes of the cerebral cortex transform into neurochemical and hormone processes when they go through the hypothalamus, which is responsible for many systems, including
the immune system.
Let us imagine that the ICANDO SYSTEM OF ACTIVATION gives you the ‘program’ to activate your brain. The system plays
the part of radiator of the right torsion ﬁeld. The vacuum around your head is polarizing. The outside torsion ﬁeld arouses
back polarization of the elementary particles in your brain; that is, the backs of the particles orient at the outside torsion
ﬁeld.
These “program” reﬂexes transform into neurochemical and hormone processes. Among the chemical systems ruled by the
hypothalamus there are a lot of neuropeptides, including endorphins.
Neuropeptides possess dualism: sometimes they behave as hormones (chemical substances arousing changes in the body’s
functioning), but sometimes as neurotransmitters (chemical substances arousing changes in the brain’s functioning).
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Acting as neurotransmitters in the brain, neuropeptides make possible the discovering of new neuro “routes”, “nets’ and
“ reﬂexes”. This means that a big dose of neuropeptides inﬂuences our brain the same as a big dose of any psychedelic
substance, making it possible to apprehend the world in a new way. In other words, an increase of information which can be
analyzed in a unit of time takes place. The more new chains appear in the brain, the more information it can get from simple
objects and events.
A big emission of neuropeptides may be understood as striking, or a “vision of the world’.
When neuropeptides leave brain and start to behave as hormones they interact with all important systems, including the
immune system. High activity of neuropeptides arouses high resistance in an organism, a sense of well-being, a burst of
energy, lucidity of mind and clearness of apprehension.
As our ability to analyse information increases our ability to react changes.
What are the channels the allow the brain to receive information? As a result of numerous experiments scientists came to the
conclusion that the foundation of the mechanism of thinking are interactive information ﬁelds. The reasons for such statement
are:
• scientists did not ﬁnd in the cerebral cortex any centres of thinking and memory as well as special structures creating func
tions of thinking and memory;
• the mechanism of realization of thoughts is unknown;
• thinking and long-term memory cannot be realized by the spreading of neurotic impulses along the neuron nets of cerebral
cortex, as the speed of the removing of action potential along the nerve ﬁber and synaptic transmission does not provide
for fast acting of mechanisms of thinking and memorizing. Such fast acting while being transmitted, memorizing and recall
ing can be carried out only on the level of ﬁelds.
Biological systems possess a material foundation which allows the realization of the mechanism of consciousness on the
ﬁeld level. Outgoing radiation transmits complicated information and has torsion origin.
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